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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are concerned with the boundedness of solutions for
the nonlinear scalar differential equation of the second order
x"+ f (x, t) x$+ g(x, t)=0, \$= ddt+ , (1.1)
where f (x, t+1)= f (x, t), g(x, t+1)= g(x, t).
The boundedness problem for (1.1) has been widely investigated since
the 1940’s.
When f (x, t)0, Levinson [9], Reuter [19], Graef [4] and others (see,
e.g., also the references in [4]) considered some dissipativity assumptions
on f and g, in order to prove that the solutions of (1.1) are uniformly
ultimately bounded, that is, there exists a compact set K/R2 such that,
for every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1), there is T=Tx with (x(t), x$(t)) # K for
all t>T. The results in the papers quoted above can be used also to prove
the existence of at least one solution which is globally defined and bounded
on the whole real line.
When f (x, t)#0, Eq. (1.1) is a Hamiltonian system
x$=
H
y
(t, x, y), y$=&
H
x
(t, x, y), (1.2)
with Hamiltonian function
H(x, y, t)= 12 y
2+G(x, t),
where G(x, t)=x0 g(u, t) du. In this case, one could try to apply KAM
theory in order to find conditions which guarantee the boundedness of all
the solutions.
A distinguished class of equations in the form of (1.2) describes forced
pendulum-like systems in which G(x, t) is a function defined on S 1_R, i.e.,
G(x+1, t)=G(x, t). If, in addition, the time dependence is periodic, then
it turns out that every solution (x(t), y(t)) of (1.2) is bounded in the phase
space S1_R, i.e., sup[ | y(t)| : t # R]<+, provided that the potential G is
sufficiently smooth. For proofs we refer to Moser [18], Levi [7], and You
[22].
If the periodicity requirement in x is dropped, the phase space is no
longer S 1_R but R_R and the problem of boundedness of all the solu-
tions for (1.2) is much more subtle. In 1976, Morris [14] succeeded in
proving that all the solutions of (1.2) are bounded in R2 when
G(x, t)= 12x
4&xp(t) and p(t) is a continuous time-periodic function. In
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1987, Dieckerhoff and Zehnder [2] proved that every solution of the equa-
tion
x"+x2n+1+ :
l
i=0
xipi (t)=0, 0l2n, (1.3)
is bounded in the phase space R2, when pi (t+1)= pi (t) # C &, where
&=&(n, l ) is some positive integer which may be large when n and l are
large. Using the method developed in [2], Liu [10, 12] gave an affirmative
answer to Moser’s problem [17] about the boundedness of all the solu-
tions of (1.3) when l=1 and p0(t), p1(t) # C 0. Recently, Levi [8],
Laederich and Levi [6], and You [23] proved that all solutions are
bounded in R2 for a class of equations of the form
x"+Vx(x, t)=0,
where V(x, t+1)=V(x, t) # C 6(R_S 1) and has a suitable polynomial
growth in x.
The proofs of the above mentioned results are based on Moser’s twist
theorem [15], by means of the following steps. Using transformation
theory, (1.2) is, outside of a large disc Dr=[(x, y) # R2 : x2+ y2r2] in
the (x, y)-plane, reduced to a perturbation of an integrable Hamiltonian
system. The transformation is chosen in such a way that the Poincare map
of the new system is close to the so-called twist map in R2"Dr . Then the
Moser theorem guarantees the existence of large invariant curves dif-
feomorphic to circles and surrounding the origin in the (x, y)-plane. Every
such a curve is the base of a time-periodic and flow-invariant cylinder, in
the extended phase space (x, y, t) # R2_R, which confines the solutions in
the interior and which leads to a bound of these solutions.
In this paper, we shall study the boundedness of all the solutions of (1.1),
when
f (x, t)= :
m
i=0
ai (t) x2i+1, g(x, t)=x2n+1+ :
n&1
i=0
bi(t) x2i+1, (1.4)
where
n2(m+1), (1.5)
m is a nonnegative integer, and the coefficients ai (t) (for 0im) and
bi (t) (for 0in&1) are even and 1-periodic in t. In this case, Eq. (1.1)
is neither a Hamiltonian system nor a dissipative system; however, using
the KAM theory for reversible systems developed by Moser [16, 17],
Sevryuk [20], and others, we can prove the following
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Theorem 1. Assume (1.5) and that the 1-periodic even functions ai (t)
and bi (t) in (1.4) satisfy the smoothness conditions
v ai (t) # C2, i=0, ..., m;
v bi (t) # C2, i=[(n+1)2], ..., n&1;
v bi (t) # C1, i=0, ..., [(n+1)2]&1.
Then every solution x(t) of (1.1) is defined for t # (&, +) and satisfies
sup
t # R
( |x(t)|+|x$(t)| )<+.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then there
is an |*>0 such that for every irrational number |>|* satisfying
}|&pq }c |q| &2&},
for all integers p and q{0, where c and } are positive constants, there exists
a quasiperiodic solution of (1.1) having frequencies (|, 1); that is, there is a
smooth function F (%1 , %2), which is 1-periodic in %1 as well as in %2 , such that
the functions
x(t) :=F (%1+|t, %2+t)
are solutions of Eq. (1.1).
Theorem 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, for each positive
integer k1, there are at least two kth order subharmonic solutions for
Eq. (1.1); that is, there are at least two k-periodic solutions uk and vk which
are not j-periodic, for any integer j with 1 jk&1, and such that
uk( } + j)vk( } ), for any integer j.
The above results, even in the special case when f (x, t)#0, that is, for
the conservative equation
x"+ g(x, t)=0, (1.6)
improve the smoothness assumptions on the coefficients in [2]. Actually,
for Eq. (1.6), we do not need the oddness of g and in fact, within the KAM
setting, we obtain
Theorem 4. Suppose that the function g(x, t) in (1.6) is of the form
g(x, t)=x2n+1+ :
2n
i=0
xipi (t),
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where the coefficients pi (t) are 1-periodic functions. Assume:
v pi (t) # C2, i=n+1, ..., 2n;
v pi (t) # C1, i=1, ..., n;
v p0(t) # C0.
Then all the solutions of Eq. (1.6) are bounded. That is, every solution x(t)
of (1.6) is defined for t # (&, +) and satisfies
sup
t # R
( |x(t)|+|x$(t)| )<+.
We remark that, under the assumptions of Theorem 4, the same conclu-
sions of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 hold with respect to Eq. (1.6) (see the
corresponding statements in [2, 10]).
To explain the ro^le of condition (1.5), consider, for a moment, Eq. (1.1)
in the autonomous case, i.e., with f and g independent on the t-variable.
According to (1.4), we also suppose that f (x) and g(x) are two odd poly-
nomials of degrees 2m+1 and 2n+1, respectively; that is,
f (x)=amx2m+1+ } } } +a0x, g(x)=x2n+1+ } } } +b0x.
In this case, as a consequence of a classical theorem of Filippov [3] (and
further generalizations obtained in [5, 21]) we know that (1.5) implies that
all the solutions of
x"+ f (x) x$+ g(x)=0, (1.7)
are bounded, for any am . Indeed, by the oddness of f and g, it is possible
to see that all the orbits of the planar system x$= y, y$=& f (x) y& g(x),
have mirror symmetry with respect to the y-axis and that, under (1.5), the
phase portrait of this system is that of a center outside a compact subset
of R2. Therefore, all the orbits of (1.7), with |x(0)|+|x$(0)| sufficiently
large, are periodic and hence bounded.
We point out that such result is no longer true if n<2m+1 or if
n=2m+1 but |am | is large. Indeed, denoting by G and F primitives of g
and f respectively, we know that (cf. [21]) if 8G(x)&F (x)2 is upper boun-
ded as x  +, then there are solutions of (1.7) which are unbounded.
This can be seen also directly by some simple examples such as the equa-
tion x"+xx$+x=0 (which possesses the unbounded solution x(t)=&t)
or the equation x"+3xx$+x(x2+1)=0 (which possesses solutions like
x(t)=&tan t which are unbounded and even not globally defined). Thus,
condition (1.5) is optimal with respect to the possibility of obtaining boun-
dedness results for any possible value of am .
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A natural question that can be raised in this situation is whether similar
features are preserved for time-periodic perturbations of Eq. (1.7). Some
answers to this problem are given in [11] and [1] for the equation
x"+ f (x) x$+ g(x)=e(t)=e(t+1),
with e( } ) odd and with f, g suitable odd polynomials with constant coef-
ficients. Further results have been also recently obtained in [13] for e( } )
even, f (t, x)=b(t)x, with b( } ) odd, and g(x)=x2n+1. In [11] and [13]
boundedness results are obtained using KAM theory, while in [1] applica-
tions of AubryMather theory to reversible systems are given.
From this point of view, not only do Theorems 1, 2, 3 (stated above)
improve to Eq. (1.1) the boundedness results known for the constant
coefficients case, but this improvement is achieved without imposing any
condition on the oscillations, the amplitudes, or the signs of the coefficients.
Moreover, we also stress that our results are obtained under the sharp
degree relation (1.5).
Concerning Eq. (1.6), we remark that Theorem 4 was recently obtained
by Yuan [24] following the approach developed in [8]. We present here
a different proof which, in our opinion, seems to be more natural and
simpler than the one in [24].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce action-
angle variables and give some properties of reversible systems. In Section
3 we state and prove some propositions which will be used in the proofs
of Theorems 13. The proofs of Theorems 13 are given in Section 4 and
a sketch of the proof of Theorem 4 is given in the last section.
2. REVERSIBLE SYSTEMS AND ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES
Let us consider Eq. (1.1), which is equivalent to the plane system
x$= y, y$=& f (x, t) y& g(x, t). (2.1)
We assume, as in Section 1, that the functions f (x, t) and g(x, t) are of the
form in (1.4), i.e.,
f (x, t)= :
m
i=0
ai (t) x2i+1, g(x, t)=x2n+1+ :
n&1
i=0
bi(t) x2i+1,
where the coefficients ai (t) (for 0im) and bi (t) (for 0in&1) are
even and 1-periodic in t.
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By the oddness assumptions of f and g in x and the evenness in t, we
have that system (2.1) is reversible with respect to the involution (x, y) [
(&x, y). This, in turns, will imply some symmetry properties of the Poin-
care operator which are crucial in the proofs of the main results. For the
reader’s convenience, we recall now (from [20]) some basic properties of
reversible systems and invariant maps which will be applied in what
follows.
Definition 2.1. Let X : 0_R  Rn be continuous and 1-periodic in the
last variable, with 0/Rn an open set. The system
x$=X(x, t) (2.2)
is called a reversible system if there is an involution G : Rn  Rn (that is, a
C1-diffeomorphism G such that G2=IRn), with G(0)=0 and such that
DG(Gx) } X(Gx, &t)=&X(x, t), \x # 0, \t # R.
(Here and hereafter, DG stands for the Jacobian matrix of G.) Similarly,
we give a definition of reversible diffeomorphism, as follows.
Definition 2.2. Let A : Rn#0  Rn be a homeomorphisms onto its
image and let G : Rn  Rn be a homeomorphism with G2=IRn . We say that
A is reversible with respect to G on a set D/0 & A(0), with G(D)=D,
if
A&1=GAG, \x # D,
holds.
The next result (which is almost obvious from the definitions) is very
useful for our applications. We give the easy proof of it for sake of com-
pleteness and for the reader’s convenience (see also [13]).
Lemma 2.1. Assume uniqueness of the solutions for the Cauchy problems
associated to (2.2) and let the time 1-map .1 and its inverse (.1)&1 be
defined. Then .1 is a reversible homeomorphism with respect to a (smooth)
involution G : Rn  Rn provided that (2.2) is reversible with respect to G.
Proof. Suppose that .(x, t) is a solution of (2.3) with .(x, 0)=x. Then
d
dt
G b .(x, t)=DG(.(x, t)) }
d
dt
.(x, t)=DG(.(x, t)) } X(.(x, t)).
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From the reversibility of (2.3), it follows that (ddt) G b .(x, t)=
&X(G b .(x, t), &t). On the other hand, we have (ddt) .(Gx, &t)=
&X(.(Gx, &t), &t). Hence, both .(Gx, &t) and G b .(x, t) are solutions
of the equation x$=&X(x, &t). But .(Gx, 0)=Gx=G b .(x, 0), which
yields that .(Gx, &t)=G b .(x, t). Let t=1. We have .(Gx, &1)=
G b .(x, 1). Then, from the 1-periodicity of X(x, t) in t, we see that
.(Gx, &1)=(.1)&1 b G and hence the conclusion follows. K
The next definition is useful when changes of variables are involved.
Definition 2.3. Assume that T ( } , t) is an invertible transformation of 0,
for any fixed t, and G is an involution of Rn with G(0)=0. We say that
T (x, t) is G-invariant if the equality
G b T (x, t)=T (Gx, &t), (2.3)
holds.
Denote by T &1(x, t) the inverse of T (with t considered as a parameter);
i.e.,
T &1(T (x, t), t)=T (T &1(x, t), t)=x.
Observe that if T (x, t) is G-invariant, then so is T &1(x, t). In fact, let
y=T &1(x, t). Then
G(x)=G(T ( y, t))=T (G( y), &t)=T (G(T &1(x, t)), &t);
that is,
G(T &1(x, t))=T &1(G(x), &t).
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the system (2.2), with (x, t) # 0_R, is revers-
ible with respect to an involution G : Rn  Rn. If a transformation T ( } , t) :
0  Rn is G-invariant and C1 in x and t, then the transformed system of
(2.2) under T is also reversible with respect to G.
Proof. It is easy to see that the transformed system of (2.2) through T
is of the form
y$=F ( y, t),
where
F ( y, t)=
T
x
(T &1( y, t), t) } f (T &1( y, t), t)+
T
t
(T &1( y, t), t).
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From the definition (2.3) and using the reversibility of system (2.2), the
conclusion follows after some manipulations (see [13] for the missing
details). K
After these preliminary definitions, let us consider again system (2.1).
Note that (x(t), y(t))=(0, 0), \t # R, is the unique solution of (2.1) passing
through the origin in the (x, y)-plane. Thus, without loss of generality, we
can consider system (2.1) restricted to R2"[(0, 0)] (this is not really impor-
tant, but it simplifies the treatment below).
Now we consider the auxiliary system
x$= y, y$=&x2n+1, (2.4)
which is a time-independent Hamiltonian system; that is,
x$=
h
y
(x, y), y$=&
h
x
(x, y),
with Hamiltonian function
h(x, y)=
1
2
y2+
1
2n+2
x2n+2.
Clearly, h is positive on R2 except at the only equilibrium point
(x, y)=(0, 0) of (2.4), where h=0. Note that each level line h(x, y)=E>0
is a closed orbit of the system (2.4); hence, all the solutions of (2.4) are
periodic.
Suppose that (S(t), C(t)) is the solution of (2.4) satisfying the initial con-
dition:
(S(0), C(0))=(0, 1).
Let T0>0 be its minimal period. Then
T0=4 \ 1n+1+
(2n+12n+2)
|
1
0
(1&s2)&(2n+12n+2) ds>0.
Since the Hamiltonian function h(x, y) is quasi-homogeneous, each solu-
tion of (2.4) can be described with the aid of (S(t), C(t)). Indeed, if
(u(t), v(t)) is a solution of Eq. (2.4) with initial condition (u(0), v(0))=
(0, rn+1), r>0, then, from the uniqueness of the solutions, we have that
u(t)=rS(rnt), v(t)=rn+1C(rnt).
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Hence, as n1, it follows that the period of this solution tends to 0 when
r  +. We have thus proved that all the solutions of (2.4) lying on the
level curve h(x, y)=E are periodic with periods tending to zero as E tends
to infinity.
The functions S(t) and C(t) satisfy the following properties as well:
(1) S(t), C(t) # C(R), S(t+T0)=S(t), C(t+T0)=C(t) with S(0)=0
and C(0)=1;
(2) S$(t)=C(t), C$(t)=&[S(t)]2n+1;
(3) [S(t)]2n+2+(n+1)[C(t)]2=n+1;
(4) S(&t)=&S(t), C(&t)=C(t).
The action and the angle variables are now defined by the mapping
9 : R+_S 1  R2"[0]; (\, %) [ (x, y), where \>0 and % (mod. 1) is given
by the formula
9: x=c:1 \
:S(%T0), y=c;1 \
;C(%T0), (2.5)
where
:=
1
n+2
, ;=1&:, c1=
1
;T0
. (2.6)
In the new coordinates (\, %), system (2.1) takes the form
\$= f1(\, %, t), %$=c0 } \2;&1+ f2(\, %, t), (2.7)
where c0>0 is a constant and
f1(\, %, t)=&T0 c1 \ } :
m
i=0
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S2i+1(%T0) C2(%T0) ai (t)
&T0c:1 \
: } :
n&1
i=0
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S 2i+1(%T0) C(%T0) bi (t),
f2(\, %, t)=:c:1 } :
m
i=0
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S 2i+2(%T0) C(%T0) ai (t)
+:c:1 \
:&1 } :
n&1
i=0
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S 2i+2(%T0) bi (t).
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Note that, as the functions ai (t), bi (t), S(%T0), and C(%T0) satisfy
ai (&t)=ai (t), bi (&t)=bi (t),
S(&%T0)=&S(%T0), C(&%T0)=C(%T0),
then system (2.7) is reversible with respect to G : (\, %) [ (\, &%). Unfor-
tunately, system (2.7) does not have the proper form to make possible a
direct application of Moser’s theorem. Thus, we shall perform a series of
transformations until we arrive to an equivalent reversible system where
KAM theory is applicable. To this end, we introduce, for a given constant
r # R, a space of functions, denoted by P(r).
Let f =f (*, %, t) : (l, +)_R2  R be a continuous function which is
1-periodic in t as well as in % and possesses continuous partial derivatives
Dj* D
l
% for each pair of nonnegative integers ( j, l ).
Definition 2.4. For a given constant r # R, we say that f # P(r) if, for
all nonnegative integers j and l, the inequalities
sup
**( j, l)
(* j&r |(D j*)(D
l
%) f (*, %, t)| )<+
hold uniformly in (%, t) # S 1_S 1, where *( j, l ) is some positive constant.
Remark 2.1 The space P(r) is similar to (but not the same as) the
space F(r) introduced by Dieckerhoff and Zehnder in [2]. From the
definition of P(r), we have
Lemma 2.3. The following conclusions hold:
(1) if r1<r2 , then P(r1)/P(r2);
(2) if f # P(r), then D j* f # P(r& j);
(3) if f1 # P(r1) and f2 # P(r2), then f1 } f2 # P(r1+r2);
(4) if f # P(r) satisfies | f (*, %, t)|c } *r, for **0 , then 1f # P(&r).
For *0>0, we define the domain
A*0=[(*, %, t) | **0 , (%, t) # T
2], T 2=S1_S 1.
In order to prove Theorems 1, 2, and 3, stated in the Introduction, by
the KAM theorem for reversible systems, we shall introduce an iterated
sequence of finitely many transformations of R+_T 2, such that the system
(2.7) is, for large \, transformed into a simpler system, in which the
%-depending terms are small. These transformations, which will be also
G-invariant, are carried out in the next section.
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3. TECHNICAL ESTIMATES AND G-INVARIANT
TRANSFORMATIONS
First, we rewrite system (2.7) into the form
\$=h1(\, %, t)+h2(\, %, t),
(3.1)
%$=c0 } \2;&1+h3(\, %, t)+h4(\, %, t),
where c0>0 is a constant and
h1(\, %, t)=&T0c1 \ } :
m
i=0
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S 2i+1(%T0) C2(%T0) ai (t)
&T0c:1\
: } :
n&1
i=[(n+1)2]
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S 2i+1(%T0) C(%T0) bi (t),
h2(\, %, t)=&T0c:1 \
: } :
[(n+1)2]&1
i=0
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S 2i+1(%T0) C(%T0) bi (t),
h3(\, %, t)=:c:1 } :
m
i=0
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S 2i+2(%T0) C(%T0) ai (t)
+:c:1 \
:&1 } :
n&1
i=[(n+1)2]
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S2i+2(%T0) bi (t),
h4(\, %, t)=:c:1 \
:&1 } :
[(n+1)2]&1
i=0
c (2i+1) :1 \
(2i+1) :S 2i+2(%T0) bi (t).
Let d1=max[1+(2m+1) :, 2n:], d2=2[(n+1)2] :, d3=d1&1, d4=
d2&1. Then, from (2.6), we have that
d1<2;, d2<1, d3<2;&1, d4<0.
Moreover,
h1(\, &%, t)=&h1(\, %, &t)=&h1(\, %, t) # P(d1),
h2(\, &%, &t)=&h2(\, %, t) # P(d2),
(3.2)
h3(\, &%, t)=h3(\, %, &t)=h3(\, %, t) # P(d3),
h4(\, &%, &t)=h4(\, %, t) # P(d4).
h1(\, %, } ), h3(\, %, } ) # C2, and h2(\, %, } ), h4(\, %, } ) # C1.
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Proposition 3.1. There exists a G-invariant diffeomorphism 91 depending
on t, having the form
91 : \=++U1(+, ,, t) %=,,
where U1 # P(d1&2;+1), such that A++/91(A+0)/A+& for some large
+&<+0<++. Under this transformation, Eq. (3.1) is transformed into the
system
+$=h 1(+, ,, t)+h 2(+, ,, t), ,$=c0 } +2;&1+h 3(+, ,, t)+h 4(+, ,, t),
(3.3)
where
h 1 # P(d 1), h 2 # P(d 2), h 3 # P(d 3), h 4 # P(d 4),
with
d 1=d1&$1 , d i=di , i=2, 3, 4,
$1=min(2;&d1 , 2;&1&d3):>0.
Moreover
h 1(+, &,, t)=&h 1(+, ,, &t)=&h 1(+, ,, t),
h 3(+, &,, t)=h 3(+, ,, &t)=h 3(+, ,, t).
The system (3.3) is reversible with respect to G : (+, ,) [ (+, &,).
Proof. Define a transformation 81 by
81 : +=\+V1(\, %, t), ,=%, (3.4)
where
V1(\, %, t)=&|
%
0
h1(\, %, t)
c0 } \2;&1
d%.
From (3.2), it follows that
|
1
0
h1(\, %, t) d%=0,
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which yields that
V1(\, %+1, t)=V1(\, %, t), V1(\, &%, t)=V1(\, %, &t)=V1(\, %, t)
and V1(\, %, } ) # C2(S1).
From Lemma 2.2, we have
V(\, %, t) # P(d1&2;+1). (3.5)
Then, under 81 , the system (3.1) is transformed into the form
+$=
V1
%
} (h3+h4)+
V1
\
} (h1+h2)+h2+
V1
t
,
(3.6)
,$=c0 } \2;&1+h3+h4 .
From (3.5) and d1<2;, it follows that, for \ large, the mapping 81 has an
inverse 91=8&11 : \=++U1(+, ,, t), %=,.
In order to complete the proof of Proposition 3.1, we first have to con-
sider some lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. For + large enough, the following conclusions hold:
(i) U1(+, ,, t) # P(d1&2;+1);
(ii) U1(+, &%, t)=U1(+, %, &t)=U1(+, %, t);
(iii) U1(+, ,, } ) # C2(S1).
Proof. From the definition of U1 , it follows that
U1(+, ,, t)=&V1(++U1 , ,, t). (3.7)
Because d1<2;, we have that |D\V1 |12 if \ is large. Hence, U1 is
uniquely determined by the contraction mapping principle. Moreover,
U1( } , } , t) # C(A+0), for some +0>0, as a consequence of the implicit func-
tion theorem and
+&(d1&2;+1) |U1(+, ,, t)|c
for some positive constant c.
Applying (Dn+) (for n1), to the Eq. (3.7), we note that, up to a sign, the
right hand side is a sum of terms of the form
(Ds\V1) } D
j1
+ (++U1) } } } } } D
js
+ (++U1),
where 1sn, j1+ } } } + js=n, ji1 (for 1is). The highest order
term in U1 is the one with s=1, namely (D\V1) } Dn+U1 which we move to
the left hand side of the equation. Recall also that, as observed at the
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beginning of the proof, from V1 # P(d1&2;+1) and d1<2;, we have
|D\V1 |12, if \ is large enough. This also provides immediately a bound
on |D+U1 |.
Now, we proceed inductively by assuming that for jn&1 the estimates
+ j&(d1&2;+1) |D j+U1 |c
hold for some constant c and we wish to conclude that the same estimate
holds for j=n (with, possibly, a different constant c).
Indeed, if s2, we have
+n&(d1&2;+1) |(Ds\V1) } D
j1
+ (++U1) } } } } } D
js
+ (++U1)|
= }(++U1)s&(d1&2;+1) (Ds+V1)
} + j1&1 D j1+ (++U1) } } } +
js&1 D js+ (++U1) } \ +++U1+
s&(d1&2;+1)
} .
Using the estimates
+ j&1 |D j+(++U1)|c, 1 jn&1,
and j1+ } } } + js=n and d1&2;+1<1, we obtain
+n&(2;+1) |Dn+U1 |c
(with a possibly different constant c than the one considered at the
beginning). This proves (i) of the lemma.
Now we check (ii). First we show that
U1(+, &,, t)=U1(+, ,, t).
From (3.4), it follows that V1(\, &%, t)=V1(\, %, t). By (3.7), we also have
U1(+, &,, t)=V1(++U1(+, &,, t), ,, t),
which yields to
|U1(+, ,, t)&U1(+, &,, t)| sup
++0
} V1\ } } |U1(+, ,, t)&U1(+, &,, t)|.
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Using again that (V1 \) # P(d1&2;) and d12;, we have |V1 \|<12
for ++0 sufficiently large and therefore we obtain U1(+, &,, t)=
U1(+, ,, t).
The proof of equality U1(+, ,, &t)=U1(+, ,, t) in (ii) is completely
similar; thus we omit it here.
Property (iii) is a direct consequence of the implicit function theorem. K
Let us define
h 1(+, ,, t)=
V1
%
} h3+
V1
\
} h1 ,
h 2(+, ,, t)=h2+
V1
%
} h4+
V1
\
} h2+
V1
t
,
h 3(+, ,, t)=c0 } (++U1)2;&1&c0 } +2;&1+h3 ,
h 4(+, ,, t)=h4 ,
where \=++U1(+, ,, t), %=,. Then, the transformed system of (3.1) is of
the form
+$=h 1+h 2 , ,$=c0 } +2;&1+h 3+h 4 ,
which is a reversible system with respect to G : (+, ,) [ (+, &,).
Lemma 3.2. If f (*, ,, t) # P(r), g(*, ,, t) # P(1) and | g|c*, for **0 ,
then
f (g(*, ,, t), ,, t) # P(r).
Proof. Let F (*, ,, t)= f (g(*, ,, t), ,, t). We prove that F # P(r); i.e., the
inequalities
*n&r |Dn* D
s
,F (*, ,, t)|constant<+
hold, for all nonnegative integers n and s and uniformly in , and t, for *
large.
First, we observe that, for n+s=0, we have
sup
*1
*&r |F |=| g| &r | f (g, ,, t)| } (*&1 | g| )r<+,
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as f # P(r), g # P(1) and | g|c*. Next, we note that
(Ds, D
n
*) F (*, ,, t)=: (
k
,
m
* f ) } 
i1
,
j1
* g } } } 
im
, 
jm
* g,
where ks, i1+ } } } +im=s&k and j1+ } } } + jm=n. Hence,
*n&r |(Ds,D
n
*) F (*, ,, t)|
: *n&r |k,
m
* f | } |
i1
, 
j1
* g| } } } |
im
, 
jm
* g|
=: | g|m&r |k,
m
* f | } *
j1&1 | i1, 
j1
* g| } } } *
jm&1 | im, 
jm
* g| } \ *| g|+
m&r
,
which yields the desired bound if **0 is sufficiently large, arguing induc-
tively. Hence we obtain that F (*, ,, t) # P(r). K
From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the next result follows.
Lemma 3.3. The following conclusions hold:
(i) h 1 # P(d 1), h 1(+, &,, t)=&h 1(+, ,, &t)=&h 1(+, ,, t);
(ii) h 2 # P(d 2), h 2(+, &,, &t)=&h 2(+, ,, t);
(iii) h 3 # P(d 3), h 3(+, &,, t)=h 3(+, ,, &t)=h 3(+, ,, t);
(iv) h 4 # P(d 4), h 4(+, &,, &t)=h 4(+, ,, t).
Moreover, h 1(+, ,, } ), h 3(+, ,, } ) # C2 and h 2(+, ,, } ), h 4(+, ,, } ) # C 1.
At this point, we have concluded the proof of Proposition 3.1, as its
assertions are implied by Lemmas 3.13.3. K
We note that the transformed system (3.3) satisfies the assumptions of
Proposition 3.1. Hence, there is an integer j such that after j successive
applications of this proposition we find that the corresponding term h 1
belongs to P(d2). We write the transformed system in the form
\$=h2(\, %, t), %$=c0 } \2;&1+h3(\, %, t)+h4(\, %, t), (3.8)
where hi # P(di) (i=2, 3, 4) and
h2(\, &%, &t)=&h2(\, %, t), h2(\, %, } ) # C1,
h3(\, &%, t)=h3(\, %, &t)=h3(\, %, t), h3(\, %, } ) # C2,
h4(\, &%, &t)=h4(\, %, t), h4(\, %, } ) # C1.
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Note that system (3.8) is also reversible with respect to G : (\, %) [
(\, &%).
We shall now perform some further transformations of system (3.8).
These transformations will change the formal structure of system (3.8), but
it will still remain in a larger class of systems (of the form (3.9) below). To
this end let us consider the system
\$=h1(\, t)+h2(\, %, t)+h5(\, %, t),
(3.9)
%$=c0 } \2;&1+h3(\, %, t)+h4(\, %, t),
where hi # P(ai) (for i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5), with
a1=d2<1, a2d2 , a3=d3 , a4=d4 , a5<0,
and
h1(\, &t)=&h1(\, t), h1(\, } ) # C 1,
h2(\, &%, &t)=&h2(\, %, t), h2(\, %, } ) # C1,
h3(\, &%, t)=h3(\, %, &t)=h3(\, %, t), h3(\, %, } ) # C2,
h4(\, &%, &t)=h4(\, %, t), h4(\, %, } ) # C1,
h5(\, &%, &t)=&h5(\, %, t), h5(\, %, } ) # C0.
Clearly, system (3.9) is also reversible with respect to G : (\, %) [ (\, &%).
For a system in the form of (3.9), we have now the following reduction.
Proposition 3.2. There is a G-invariant diffeomorphism 92 depending
on t, having the form
92 : \=*+U2(*, ,, t), %=,,
where U2 # P(a2&(2;&1)), such that A*+/92(A*0)/A*& for some large
*&<*0<*+. Under this diffeomorphism, system (3.9) is transformed into
the form
*$=h 1(*, t)+h 2(*, ,, t)+h 5(*, ,, t),
,$=c0 } *2;&1+h 3(*, ,, t)+h 4(*, ,, t),
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where
h 1(*, t) # P(a~ 1), h 1(*, } ) # C1,
h 2(*, ,, t) # P(a~ 2), h 2(*, ,, } ) # C1,
h 3(*, ,, t) # P(a~ 3), h 3(*, ,, } ) # C2,
h 4(*, ,, t) # P(a~ 4), h 4(*, ,, } ) # C1,
h 5(*, ,, t) # P(a~ 5), h 5(*, ,, } ) # C0,
with a~ 1=a1 , a~ 2=a2&$2 , a~ 3=a3 , a~ 4<0, a~ 5<0 and $2=min[2;&a1 ,
2;&1&a3]>0.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.1. We define a
transformation
82 : *=\+V2(\, %, t), ,=%,
where
V2(\, %, t)=&|
%
0
1
c0 } \2;&1
} \h2(\, %, t)&|
1
0
h2(\, %, t) d%+ d%.
We have
V2(\, %+1, t)=V2(\, %, t) # P(a2&2;+1),
V2(\, &%, &t)=V2(\, %, t), V2(\, %, } ) # C1.
Under this transformation, the system (3.9) is transformed into the form
*$=h1+h5+
V2
%
} (h3+h4)+
V2
\
} (h2+h5)+
V2
t
,
,$=c0 } \2;&1+h3+h4 .
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have
Lemma 3.4. The mapping 82 has an inverse 92=8&12 : \=*+U2(*, ,, t),
%=, for * large. Moreover,
(i) U2(*, ,, t) # P(a2&2;+1);
(ii) U2(*, &,, &t)=U2(*, ,, t), U2(*, ,, } ) # C1.
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Let
h 1(*, t)=|
1
0
h2(*, %, t) d%+h1(*, t),
h 2(*, ,, t)=
V2
%
} (h3+h4)+
V2
\
} h2+h1(\, t)&h1(*, t)
+|
1
0
(h2(\, %, t)&h2(*, %, t)) d%,
h 3(*, ,, t)=h3(\, %, t),
h 4(*, ,, t)=c0 } (*+U2)2;&1&c0 } *2;&1+h4 ,
h 5(*, ,, t)=
V2
t
+h5+
V2
\
} h5 ,
where \=*+U2(*, ,, t), %=,.
The rest of the proof is very similar to the previous one, thus we omit
it here. K
We have already observed that system (3.8) is in the class of systems of
the form (3.9) and therefore it satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 3.2.
Hence, there exists an integer k such that after k successive applications of
Proposition 3.2, we transform system (3.8) into a form such as
*$=h1(*, t)+h2(*, ,, t), ,$=c0 } *2;&1+h3(*, ,, t)+h4(*, ,, t), (3.10)
where hi # P(:j) for j=1, 2, 3, 4 with
:1<1, :3<2;&1, :2<0, :4<0,
and
h1(*, } ) # C1, h2(*, ,, } ) # C0, h3(*, ,, } ) # C2, h4(*, ,, } ) # C 1.
Moreover, since the transformations we have used are G-invariant, it
follows that system (3.10) is also reversible with respect to G : (*, ,) [
(*, &,), that is,
h1(*, &t)=&h1(*, t), h2(*, &,, &t)=&h2(*, ,, t),
h3(*, &,, &t)=h3(*, ,, t), h4(*, &,, &t)=h4(*, ,, t).
Continuing along this way, as a next step, we have:
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Proposition 3.3. There exists a G-invariant diffeomorphism 93: *=
*+U3(*, t), ,=. such that, for * sufficiently large, the transformed system
of (3.10) is of the form
*$=h 1(*, t)+h 2(*, ., t), .$=c0 } *2;&1+h 3(*, ., t)+h 4(*, ., t),
where h i # P(ei), for i=1, 2, 3, 4, with
e1=:1&$3 , e2=:2 , e3=:3 , e4=:4 , $3=1&:1>0.
Proof. Define a transformation 83 : *=*+V3(*, t), .=,, with
V3=&|
t
0
h1(*, t) dt # P(:1), V3(*, } ) # C2.
As h1 is odd and 1-periodic in t, we see that V3(*, t) is 1-periodic and even
in t.
Let 93=8&13 : *=*+U3(*, t), ,=.. Then
U3(*, t) # P(:1), U3(*, &t)=U3(*, t), U3(*, } ) # C 2.
Under the mapping 93 , Eq. (3.10) is transformed into
*$=h 1(*, t)+h 2(*, ., t), .$=c0 } *2;&1+h 3(*, ., t)+h 4(*, ., t),
where
h 1=
U3
*
} h1 , h 2=h2(*, ,, t),
h 3=c0 } *2;&1&c0 } *2;&1+h3(*, ,, t), h 4=h4(*, ,, t),
with *=*+U3 , ,=.. Arguing as in Proposition 3.1, we find that
h i # P(:i),
with
e1=:1&$3 , e2=:2 , e3=:3 , e4=:4 , $3=1&:1>0.
Thus, the proof of Proposition 3.3 is concluded. K
Now, it is easy to see that there exists an integer l such that after l suc-
cessive applications of Proposition 3.3, the corresponding h 1 belongs to
P(:^1) with :^1<0.
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Applying Proposition 3.1 j times, Proposition 3.2 k times, and Proposi-
tion 3.3 l times, successively, we can transform the system (3.1) into
\$=h1(\, %, t), %$=c0 } \2;&1+h(\, t)+h3(\, %, t)+h4(\, %, t), (3.11)
where h1 # P(:1), h # P(b), h3 # P(:3), h4 # P(:4), :1<0, :3b<2;&1,
and :4<0.
Moreover, h1 , h, h3 , and h4 satisfy
h1(\, &%, &t)=&h1(\, %, t), h1(\, %, } ) # C0, (3.12)
h(\, &t)=h(\, t), h(\, } ) # C2, (3.13)
h3(\, &%, &t)=h3(\, %, t), h3(\, %, } ) # C2, (3.14)
h4(\, &%, &t)=h4(\, %, t), h4(\, %, } ) # C1, (3.15)
that is, Eq. (3.11) is reversible with respect to G : (\, %) [ (\, &%).
We note that h1(\, %, t) in (3.11) is very small if \ is sufficiently large.
At last, we further introduce a G-invariant transformation such that the
terms depending on the new angle variable in the transformed system of
(3.11) will be small if the action variable is very large.
Proposition 3.4. Assume that the functions h1 , h, h3 , and h4 in (3.11)
satisfy (3.12)(3.15). Then there is a G-invariant transformation 94 , defined
by
94 : \=*, %=,+U4(*, ,, t),
where U4 # P(:3&2;+1). Under this transformation, system (3.11) is trans-
formed in the form
*$=h 1(*, ,, t), ,$=c0 } *2;&1+h (*, t)+h 3(*, ,, t)+h 4(*, ,, t),
where
h # P(b), h 3 # P(:^3), h 4 # P(:^4),
and
:^3=:3&$4 , :^4=max(:4 , :3&2;+1)<0, $4=2;&1&:3>0.
Proof. Let us define a G-invariant transformation 84 of the form
*=\, ,=%+V4(\, %, t),
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where
V4=&|
%
0
1
c0 } \2;&1+h(\, t)
} \h3(\, %, t)&|
1
0
h3(\, %, t) d%+ d%
# P(:3&2;+1).
Let 94=8&14 : \=*, %=,+U4(*, ,, t). As in the proof of Proposition 3.1,
we have
V4(*, &,, &t)=&V4(*, ,, t) # P(:3&2;+1);
that is, 94 is G-invariant. Under this mapping, system (3.11) is transformed
into the form
*$=h 1(*, ,, t), ,$=c0 } *2;&1+h (*, t)+h 3(*, ,, t)+h 4(*, ,, t),
where
h 1=h1(*, ,+U4 , t), h =|
1
0
h3(*, %, t) d%+h(*, t),
h 3=
V4
%
} h3 , h 4=
V4
t
+
V4
%
} h4+h4+
V4
\
} h1 .
As in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we obtain
h 1 # P(:1), h 3 # P(:3), h 3 # P(2:3&2;+1), h 4 # P(:^4).
Moreover,
h 1(*, ,, } ) # C 0, h 3(*, } ) # C2, h 3(*, ,, } ) # C2, h 4(*, ,, } ) # C 1.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4. K
As a consequence of all the above discussion, there is a positive integer
i such that after i successive applications of Proposition 3.4, the corre-
sponding term h 3 belongs to P(:^3) with :^3<0.
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 13
In this section, we will prove the statements of Theorem 1, Theorem 2,
and Theorem 3 in the Introduction.
From the preceding results, we know that there exists a G-invariant dif-
feomorphism 6 depending on t which satisfies A++/6(A+0)/A+& for
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some large +&<+0<++. Under this transformation, system (2.7) is
changed into the form
+$=h1(+, %, t), %$=c0 } +2;&1+h(+, t)+h2(+, %, t),
where h1 , h2 # P(&=0), with =0>0 and h(+, t) # P(:0), with 0<:0<2;&1.
Moreover,
h1(+, &%, &t)=&h1(+, %, t),
h(+, &t)=h(+, t),
h2(+, &%, &t)=h2(+, %, t).
Let *=c0 } +2;&1. Then we have
*$=h 1(*, %, t), %$=*+h (*, t)+h 2(*, %, t), (4.1)
where h 1 , h 2 # P(&=1) with =1>0, h (*, t) # P(;0) with ;0=:0 (2;&1)<1.
System (4.1) is reversible with respect to G: (*, %) [ (*, &%).
Since h 1 # P(&=1), one can easily check that the solutions of (4.1) exist
for all t # [&1, 1] if the initial value *(0)=* is sufficiently large.
Thus, a posteriori, we also see that we not need use the fact that x=0
is a solution of (1.1). What we actually need is that solutions of system
(2.1) starting outside a large disc, do not touch the origin during the time
t # [&1, 1], and this follows from the arguments we have carried on till to
now. This, in particular, makes it possible to extend our results to the
equation
x"+ f (x, t) x$+ g(x, t)= p(t),
with f and g as above and p odd, 1-periodic and continuous, as well (see
Remark 4.1 below).
Let J1 denote the time 1-map (Poincare operator) associated with
system (4.1).
Lemma 4.1. The map J1 is of the form (*, %) [ (*1 , %1), with
%1=%+r(*)+ f (*, %), *1=*+ g(*, %),
where r(*)=*+10 h (*, t) dt. Moreover, there is an =2>0 such that, for every
pair (l, s),
|Dl* D
s
% f (*, %)|, |D
l
* D
s
% g(*, %)|*
&=2, (4.2)
hold if *>**(l, s).
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Proof. Set
r(*, t)=t*+|
t
0
h (*, {) d{
and note that the flow (*(t), %(t))=Jt(*, %), with J0=id, is of the form
*(t)=*+B(*, %, t), %(t)=%+r(*, t)+A(*, %, t).
Thus we have
A(*, %, t)=|
t
0
B d{+|
t
0
|
1
0
h
*
(*+{B, s) B d{ ds
+|
t
0
h 2(*+B, %+r+A, s) ds,
B(*, %, t)=|
t
0
h 1(*+B, %+r+A, s) ds.
One verifies easily that for **0 these equations have a unique solution
pair (A, B), with A and B smooth functions. The required estimates in (4.2)
can be inductively verified from the equations for A and B, using that
h 1 , h 2 # P(&=1) and h * # P(;0&1) with ;0<1. K
Finally, let us observe that, in the new coordinates
!=r(*)=r(*, 1)=*+|
1
0
h (*, t) dt, %=%,
the time 1-map J1 takes now the form of a map J , given by
J : %1=%+!+ f (!, %), !1=!+ g^(!, %).
From Lemma 4.1, we have the estimates for the perturbations f and g^
|Dl! D
s
% f | , |D
l
! D
s
% g^|!
&=
for some fixed =>0, if !!*(l, s). Therefore, if ! is sufficiently large, the
map J is, with its derivatives, close to a standard twist map. Moreover, it
is also reversible with respect to G: (!, %) [ (!, &%).
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Now, we are in a position to prove Theorem 1, 2, and 3 stated in the
Introduction.
Proof of Theorem 2. From Theorem 1.1 in [20], it follows that for
||*, with |* sufficiently large, and such that
}|&pq }c } |q| &2&}
is satisfied for all integers p and q{0, where } and c are positive constants,
there is a smooth embedding 9 : S1  A!0 of a circle, which is C
1 close to
the injection _ of the circle [|]_S1  A+0 and satisfies
J b 9 (s)=9 (s+|), \s # S 1. (4.3)
The solutions of (4.1) starting at time t=0 on the invariant curve 9 (S 1)
determine a 1-periodic cylinder in the space (!, %, t) # A!0_R. Since the
vectorfield X(*, %, t) defined by the right hand side of Eq. (4.1) is 1-periodic
in time, its associated extended phase space is A!0_S
1.
Let F t1 , with F
0
1=id, be the flow of the time-independent vectorfield
(X, 1) on A!0_S
1 and define
9*(s, {)=F {1(9 (s&{|), 0).
In view of (4.3) and as J corresponds to J1, we have that 9*(s+1, {)=
9*(s, {+1)=9*(s, {). Moreover,
F t1 b 9*(s, {)=9*(s+|t, {+t),
so the flow on the torus 9*(T 2) is quasiperiodic having frequencies
(|, 1). K
Proof of Theorem 1. From our construction, we know that x2+ y2>>
1  !>>1. In the original coordinates, every point (x, y) # R2 is in the
interior of some invariant curve of the Poincare mapping of (1.1). Such
invariant curve goes around the origin. Hence, the solutions of Eq. (1.1) are
therefore confined in the interior of the time-periodic cylinder generated by
the invariant curve and are bounded. K
The statement of Theorem 3 is a consequence of Theorem 5.1 in [20]. K
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Remark 4.1. Actually, one could prove that the statements of
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are also valid for the slightly more general equation
x"+ f (x, t) x$+ g(x, t)= p(t),
where f (x, t) and g(x, t) are given by (1.4) and p(t) # C0 is odd and
1-periodic in t.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4: A SKETCH
Here we present the main lines for the proof of Theorem 4 stated in
Section 1.
We consider the Duffing equation
x"+x2n+1+ :
2n
i=0
xipi (t)=0, (5.1)
where pi (t)= pi (t+1), i=0, ..., 2n. Moreover, we assume the following
smoothness assumptions on pi (t).
pi (t) # C2, i=n+1, ..., 2n;
pi (t) # C1, i=1, ..., n;
p0(t) # C 0.
The Eq. (5.1) can be written in the form
x$=
H
y
(x, y, t), y$=&
H
x
(x, y, t), (5.2)
where
H(x, y, t)=
1
2
y2+
1
2n+2
x2n+2+ :
2n
i=0
1
i+1
xi+1pi (t).
As the map 9 defined by (2.5) is symplectic, we know that under this
transformation, the Hamiltonian system (5.2) is transformed into
%$=
H1
\
(\, %, t), \$=&
H1
%
(\, %, t), (5.3)
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where
H1(\, %, t)=c0 } \2;+h1(\, %, t)+h2(\, %, t)+h3(\, %, t), (5.4)
with
h1(\, %, t)= :
2n
i=n+1
c (i+1) :1
i+1
\(i+1) :Si+1(%T0) pi (t),
h2(\, %, t)= :
n
i=1
c (i+1) :1
i+1
\(i+1) :Si+1(%T0) pi (t),
h3(\, %, t)=c:1 \
:S(%T0) p0(t).
It is easy to see that
h1 # P(d1), h1(\, %, } ) # C2, d1<2;,
h2 # P(d2), h2(\, %, } ) # C1, d2<1,
h3 # P(:), h3(\, %, } ) # C0, :<d2
Similarly to the discussions in previous sections and in [2], we shall
transform the system (5.3), for large \, into a simpler system in which the
%-depending terms are small.
Lemma 5.1. Let
H(\, %, t)=c0 } \2;+h0(\, t)+h1(\, %, t)+h2(\, %, t)+h3(\, %, t),
with hi # P(di), i=0, 1, 2 and h3 # P(:). Assume
d0<2;, d1<2;, d2<1.
Then there is a canonical diffeomorphism 1 depending periodically on t, of
the form
1: \=*+u(*, ,, t), %=,+v(*, ,, t),
where u # P(1&(2;&d1)) and v # P(&(2;&d1)) such that A*+/1(A*0)
/A*& for some large *&<*0<*+. Moreover, the transformed Hamiltonian
system takes the form
*$=&
H
,
(*, ,, t), ,$=
H
*
(*, ,, t),
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where
H (*, ,, t)=c0 } *2;+h 0(*, t)+h 1(*, ,, t)+h 2(*, ,, t)+h 3(*, ,, t)
with
h i # P(d i), i=0, 1, 2, 3
d 0=max(d0 , d1), d 1=d1&$, d 2=d2 ,
d 3=:, $=2;&d1>0.
Furthermore, if we assume that
h0(\, } ), h1(\, %, } ) # C2, h2(\, %, } ) # C1, h 3(\, %, } ) # C0,
then the corresponding terms h 0 , h 1 , h 2 have the same smoothness on t; i.e.,
h 0(*, } ), h 1(*, ,, } ) # C2, h 2(*, ,, } ) # C1, h 3(*, ,, } ) # C0.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 1 in [2]. For
the sake of brevity, we give only a sketch of it and present the main steps
which we follow in order to reach the conclusion.
(1) The transformation 1 is implicitly given by
1 : \=*+

%
F, ,=%+

*
F,
where F=F (*, %, t) is defined by
F (*, %, t)=&|
%
0
1
2c0;*2;&1+h$0(*, t)
_\h1(*, %, t)&|
1
0
h1(*, %, t) d%+ d%. (5.5)
We note that F # P(d1+1&2;) and F (*, %, } ) # C 2. From Lemma 2 in [2],
it follows that the formula (3.5) defines a symplectic diffeomorphism 1 of
the form
1: \=*+u(*, ,, t), %=,+v(*, ,, t),
where u # P(1&(2;&d1)) and v # P(&(2;&d1)). Moreover
u(*, ,, } ), v(*, ,, } ) # C2. (5.6)
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(2) The transformed Hamiltonian function H is of the form
H (*, ,, t)=c0 } *2;+h 0(*, t)+h 1(*, ,, t)+h 2(*, ,, t)+h 3(*, ,, t),
where
h 0(*, t)=h0(*, t)+|
1
0
h1(*, %, t) d%,
h 1(*, ,, t)=|
1
0
(1&{) \2;(2;&1) c0(*+{u)2;&2+
2h0
\2
(*+{u, t)+ u2 d{
+|
1
0
h1
\
(*+{u, ,+v, t) u d{,
h 2(*, ,, t)=h2(*+u, ,+v, t)+
F
t
(*, ,+v, t),
h 3(*, ,, t)=h3(*+u, ,+v, t).
From (5.5) and (5.6), we have
h 0(*, } ), h 1(*, ,, } ) # C2, h 2(*, ,, } ) # C1, h 3(*, ,, } ) # C0,
and
h 0 # P(d 0), h 1 # P(d 1), h 2 # P(d 2), h 3 # P(:).
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.1. K
The Hamiltonian function H1(\, %, t) in (5.4) satisfies the assumptions of
Lemma 5.1. Hence, for any given number #1d2 , there is an integer j such
that after j successive applications of the lemma we find a corresponding
perturbation term h 1 belonging to P(#1); i.e., we arrive at
H =c0 } *2;+h 0(*, t)+h 2(*, ,, t)+h 3(*, ,, t), (5.7)
where
h 0(*, t) # P(d1), h 2(*, ,, t) # P(d2), h 3(*, ,, t) # P(:),
h 0(*, } ) # C2, h 2(*, ,, } ) # C1, h 3(*, ,, } ) # C0.
Next, we consider a Hamiltonian function of the form
H(*, ,, t)=c0 } *2;+h0(*, t)+h2(*, ,, t)+h3(*, ,, t), (5.8)
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where
h0(*, t) # P(d1), h2(*, ,, t) # P(d2), h3 # P(:),
h0(*, } ) # C2, h2(*, ,, } ) # C1, h3(*, ,, } ) # C0.
Lemma 5.2. For the Hamiltonian function H defined by (5.8), there is a
canonical transformation
2 : *=++w1(+, ., t), ,=.+w2(+, ., t),
where w1 # P(1&(2;&d2)), w2 # P(&(2;&d2)) and w1(+, ., } ), w2(+, ., } )
# C1, such that the transformed Hamiltonian function H (+, ., t) is of the
form
H (+, ., t)=c0 } +2;+h 0(+, t)+h 2(+, ., t)+h 3(+, ., t),
where
h 0(+, t) # P(d 1), h 2(+, ., t) # P(d 2), h 3(+, ., t) # P(d 3)
with
d 1=d1 , d 2=d2&_, d 3=:, _=2;&d2>0.
Moreover,
h 0(+, } ) # C2, h 2(+, ., } ) # C1, h 3(+, ., } ) # C0.
The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of the previous one; thus
we omit it.
One can easily verify that the Hamiltonian H defined by (5.7) satisfies
the assumptions of Lemma 5.2. As in the previous discussions, there exists
an integer l so that after l successive applications of the lemma we find that
the corresponding perturbations term h 2 belong to P(:), i.e., the trans-
formed Hamiltonian function H is of the form
H (*, )=c0 } *2;+h 0(*, t)+h 3(*, , t),
where h 0 # P(d1), h 3 # P(:) and h 0(*, } ), h 3(*, , } ) # C 0.
The remaining part of the proof of Theorem 4 is the same as that in
[10]. Accordingly, we omit it here. K
Remark 5.1. The smoothness assumptions on pi can be improved. In
fact, by the trick used in [10, 12], one can prove the conclusion of
Theorem 4 if
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v pi (t) # C2, for i=n+2, ..., 2n;
v pi (t) # C1, for i=2, ..., n+1;
v p0 , p1 # C0.
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